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Eukaryotic chromosomes replicate in a temporal order knownas the
replication-timingprogram1. Inmammals, replication timing is cell-
type-specificwithat leasthalf thegenomeswitchingreplication timing
duringdevelopment, primarily inunits of 400–800kilobases (‘repli-
cationdomains’),whosepositionsarepreserved indifferentcell types,
conserved between species, and appear to confine long-range effects
of chromosome rearrangements2–7. Early and late replication corre-
late, respectively,withopenand closed three-dimensional chromatin
compartments identifiedbyhigh-resolution chromosomeconforma-
tion capture (Hi-C), and, to a lesser extent, late replication correlates
with lamina-associated domains (LADs)4,5,8,9. RecentHi-Cmapping
hasunveiled substructurewithinchromatincompartments called topo-
logically associating domains (TADs) that are largely conserved in
their positions between cell types and are similar in size to replica-
tion domains8,10. However, TADs can be further sub-stratified into
smaller domains, challenging the significance of structures at any
particular scale11,12.Moreover, attempts to reconcileTADsandLADs
to replication-timing data have not revealed a common, underlying
domain structure8,9,13. Here we localize boundaries of replication
domains to the early-replicating border of replication-timing tran-
sitions andmap their positions in18human and 13mouse cell types.
We demonstrate that, collectively, replication domain boundaries
share a near one-to-one correlation with TAD boundaries, whereas
withinacell type, adjacentTADs that replicate at similar timesobscure
replicationdomainboundaries, largely accounting for thepreviously
reported lack of alignment.Moreover, cell-type-specific replication
timingofTADspartitions thegenome into two large-scale sub-nuclear
compartments revealing that replication-timing transitions are indis-
tinguishable from late-replicating regions in chromatin composition
and lamina association and accounting for the reduced correlation of
replication timing to LADs and heterochromatin. Our results recon-
cile cell-type-specific sub-nuclear compartmentalization and replica-
tion timingwithdevelopmentally stable structural domains andoffer
a unified model for large-scale chromosome structure and function.
Measurementsof replication timing inhumanandmouse reveal chro-

mosome segmentswith relatively uniformreplication timing (constant
timing regions, CTRs), mediated by clusters of near-synchronous initia-
tion events that are heterogeneous in location fromcell to cell and appear
to fire through a stochasticmechanism14.Despite stochastic origin firing,
CTRs are interrupted at reproducible locations by transitions between
early and late replication called timing transition regions (TTRs;Fig. 1a).
We mapped TTRs in 35 mouse and 31 human data sets as part of the

MouseENCODEproject consortium6. Replication timingof earlyTTR
borders clustered better than late (Extended Data Fig. 1a), suggesting
that initiation events defining early borders are coordinated, whereas
eventsdefining late borders are less synchronized, possibly resulting from
passive fork fusion15. To investigate a possible relationship betweenTTRs
and TADs (Supplementary Discussion), we alignedmouse embryonic
stem cell (mESC) TTRs (Fig. 1b) and compared them to the direction-
ality index used to define TADboundaries (transitions fromupstream
todownstream interactionbias)8.A single shift fromupstreamtodown-
streambiasoccurredwithin500kilobases (kb)of theaverageTTR, located
near the aligned early border. Examination of individual TTRs indi-
cated that TAD boundaries typically isolated early CTRs from TTRs,
whereasTTRs andneighbouring lateCTRs predominantly belonged to
the same TAD (Fig. 1c and Extended Data Fig. 1b, c). Similarly, transi-
tions betweenHi-C compartments exhibited preferential TADbound-
ary alignment to the border of the compartment associated with early
replication (‘compartmentA’; ExtendedData Fig. 1d).Hence, earlyTTR
borders separateTADswithin compartmentA fromTADswithina com-
partment interaction gradient16 along TTRs, whereas late TTR borders
have no detectable relationship to TAD structure.
Examinationof replication timing acrossTADs (Fig. 1e) revealed,with

few exceptions, that TADswere entirely early or late replicating, spanned
all or part of a single TTR, or contained converging TTRs that consti-
tute the previously described U-shaped replication-timing domains17.
Replication-timingpatterns acrossLADswere remarkably similar except
that LADs exclusively replicatedduringmid to late S phase (Fig. 1e), and
TADs that replicated early versus late exhibited clearly distinct levels of
lamina association (ExtendedData Fig. 2a–c). Consistentwithobserva-
tions that TTRs associatewith the nuclear laminamore frequently than
CTRs with similar replication timing18, we observed lamina associa-
tionwithin late-replicating regions andTTRs (ExtendedData Fig. 2d, e),
explaining themodest correlationofLADs to replication timing.Although
30%of TTRs did not overlapwith a computationally called LAD, these
TTRs still associatedwith the nuclear lamina to somedegree (Extended
Data Fig. 2f) andmay interact preferentially with other repressive sub-
nuclear compartments19–21. Together, these results revealed that TTRs
resemble late-replicating regionswithnodiscontinuity at lateTTRbor-
ders, whereas earlyTTRborders are strong candidates for the structural
boundaries of replication domains.
Localizing the replication domain boundary to early TTR borders

(hereafter referred to as replicationdomainboundaries) promptedus to
devise amore precise algorithm tomap replication domain boundaries.
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We included replication-timingdata generated byRepli-seq (seeMethods
for details), and other human data sets for a total of 42 human data sets
(ExtendedData Table 1).We compared calls from replicate data sets to
measure the technical variabilitywithwhich replicationdomainbound-
ariesweredefinedusingourmethods (ExtendedData Fig. 3). Since both
Repli-chip (microarray analysis, seeMethods for details) andRepli-seq
protocols analyse cell populations anduse replicated fragments that are
severalhundredkilobases (due to labelling time),differences in thebreadth
and depth of sequencing or array data point spacing along the chromo-
somehave little effect on resolution2,4.Accordingly,Repli-chip andRepli-
seqdata from the same cell types demonstrated a highdegree of overlap
between calls (Extended Data Fig. 3).
Todetermine the stability of replicationdomainsduringdevelopment,

we generated a list of unique replication domain boundaries and classi-
fied each boundary as either ‘TTR-present’ or ‘TTR-absent’ in each avail-
able cell type (Fig. 2a). By examining the overlap of TAD boundaries
with the compiled list of replication domain boundaries, we found that
nearly all TADboundaries corresponded to a replication domain bound-
ary (Fig. 2b). Importantly, amajority corresponded to replicationdomain
boundaries that were TTR-absent in cells where the TADs weremapped
(IMR90 cells), supporting the conclusion that TADs are stable during

development and function as replicationdomains. The fractionofTAD
boundaries that did not align with any replication domain boundary is
expected due to the portion of the genomewith constitutive replication
timing in the cell types for which data were available. Although nearly
all TADboundaries corresponded to replicationdomainboundaries, the
reciprocal comparison indicated thatmany replication domain bound-
aries did not coincide with a corresponding TAD boundary (Extended
DataFig. 4).Althoughalignments of eitherTTR-presentorTTR-absent
replicationdomainboundaries toTADboundarieswere statistically sig-
nificant (Fig. 2c), alignment to TTR-absent replication domain bound-
arieswasnot as strong (Fig. 2c), explainedby incompleteTADannotation
and the observation that small TTRs lack a detectable relationshipwith
TADs (Extended Data Fig. 5 and Supplementary Discussion).
To corroborateTADstability across cell types,we also comparedTAD

calls tohigh-resolutionchromosomeconformationcapture-on-chip (4C)
interaction frequencydata across a replicationdomain that switches rep-
lication timing duringmouse ESC differentiation to neural precursors22.
In ESCs, where TTRs flank this domain, TADboundaries andmarked
decreases in 4C interaction frequency are apparent near both replica-
tion domain boundaries (ESC panels in Fig. 2d). However, in differen-
tiated cells, where the replication domain is replicated at the same time
as its neighbours, a TAD boundary is no longer called at the leftmost
replication domain boundary, even though a sharp decrease in interac-
tion frequency is detected by the higher-resolution 4C (NPC and cortex
panels inFig. 2d).Thus, theTADboundaryat this cell-type-specificTTR
is stable during differentiation even though it is not identified as such
by this Hi-C data set, providing additional evidence that TAD annota-
tion is incomplete. Todemonstrate the functional relationshipbetween
TADsandreplicationdomains,we also compared thepositionsofTADs
to replication-timing shifts observed previously at points of chromo-
some rearrangement7. Figure 2e shows a rearrangement that joined
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Figure 1 | Early timing transition region borders align with topologically
associating domains and lamina associated domains. a, Constant replication
timing segments (CTRs) flanking a timing transition region (TTR) are
illustrated. b, The average and range of 8,433 aligned TTRs from 5 mESC data
sets (top). Vertical axis values are log2 ratios of early over late signal intensities,
with more positive values indicating earlier replication timing (and more
negative values indicating later timing). Average directionality index values
across the same TTRs (bottom). Transition from upstream to downstream bias
indicates a topologically associating domain (TAD) boundary near the early
border. c, Individual aligned TTRs arranged by distance between early or late
borders and upstream to downstream bias transitions. d, Replication timing
across individual mESC TADs or lamina associated domains (LADs). UD,
U-shaped replication-timing domains.
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Figure 2 | TADs align with TTRs from different cell types. a, Illustrated
examples of one TTR-present and one TTR-absent replication domain (RD)
boundary. b, Percentage of IMR90 TAD boundaries overlapping TTR-present
or all replication domain boundaries. c, Probability density functions for
IMR90 TAD boundaries and average IMR90 replication-timing profiles across
replication domain boundaries.Mean and3 standard deviations from themean
random density are indicated. d, Replication timing (top), 4C (middle), and
directionality index (bottom) across theDppa2 locus inmouse ESCs andNPCs.
e, Replication timing across a chromosome rearrangement and the normal
profile with the nearest TAD boundary indicated.
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otherwise early- and late-replicating regions. In this example, early
replication appears to have spread into the late region up to a point
that coincides with the nearest TAD boundary, where a new TTR was
formed. Similar resultswereobserved for additional examples (Extended
Data Fig. 6). Taken together, these results provide compelling evidence
that TADs act as stable units of replication-timing regulation during
development.
To identify candidate factors involved in thedevelopmental regulation

of replication domains, we next compared replication domain bound-
aries to histone modifications, transcription factor binding sites, and
DNase Ihypersensitive sites (DHS)mappedby theENCODEconsortia6,23.
We aligned over 200 chromatin features to TTR-present replication
domain boundaries in 7mouse and 13 human cell types and found that
only LAD boundaries were highly enriched in all the cell types where
datawere available (Fig. 3a, b andExtendedDataFig. 7).Notably, SUZ12
is a component of the Polycomb repressive complex 2 responsible for
the H3K27me3modification24, and both SUZ12 andH3K27me3 were
enriched atTTR-present replicationdomainboundaries inESCs (Fig. 3a
andExtendedDataFig. 7).However, strongenrichmentwasnotobserved
in all cell types.Moreover, analysis of replication timing in Suz12knock-
outmESCs,which exhibit global loss ofH3K27me3 (refs 25, 26), showed
no significant differences in replication timing relative to a wild-type
control (R5 0.95).
Previously, we and others reported enrichment of other marks at

earlyTTRborders (DHS27; CCCTC-binding factor (CTCF)17) ornearby
(,100kb inside earlyCTRs) (H3K4me1/2/3,H3K36me3, andH3K27ac4).
Enrichment peaks for these marks were broad and extended into the
neighbouring early regions (Fig. 3b andExtendedData Fig. 7), indicat-
ing that these properties are enriched within early regions6, and parti-
tioned at the replication domain boundary, but we found no evidence
to suggest that these individualmarks are locally enriched at replication
domain boundaries in all cell types. Consistent with the enrichment of
thesemarks throughout early regions, combinatorial analysis of histone

modifications (H3K4me1/3, H3K27me3, H3K36me3) revealed a rela-
tively abrupt transition near replication domain boundaries between
broad regionswith either transcriptionally activeor repressive chromatin
marks (Fig. 3c), providing further evidence that ‘TTR-present’ replica-
tion domain boundaries partition chromatin states.We also previously
reported enrichment of short-interspersednuclear elements (SINEs) at
TADboundaries8, but this apparent enrichment at boundaries was due
todifferential enrichment amongTADs (ExtendedData Fig. 8 and Sup-
plementaryDiscussion). Similarly, densities of severalDNArepeats and
motifs were partitioned at replication domain boundaries and transi-
tions innucleotide skew (‘N-domain’ boundaries28)were enrichednear
replicationdomainboundaries (ExtendedDataFig. 7).Metazoangenomes
have been segmented into a manually selected number of chromatin
classes29 that correlate with replication timing30. By combining data for
seven factors (CTCF, HCFC1, MAFK, P300, RNA Pol II, ZC3H11A,
andZNF384),we assigned eachTAD into classes using anunsupervised
approach (SupplementaryDiscussion).Weobtained twoTADclasses,
termed A and B, indicating the presence of clearly recognizable differ-
ences in the transcription factor composition of these classes, as well as
clear similaritieswithin each class. ClassA corresponded to earlyTADs,
whereas classBcorresponded toTADswithin eitherTTRsor late regions
(Fig. 3d), with an overall error rate of 16%. The relatively high enrich-
ment ofHCFC1,MAFK, andRNApolymerase IIwithin early versus late
replication domainsmay account for the classes (Extended Data Fig. 9).
Similar composition of TTRs and late CTRs provides further evidence
that these regions are equivalent and are replicated differently based on
their proximity to early replication domains.
Our results support a unifyingmodel in which TADs are stable reg-

ulatory units of replication timing (Fig. 4). In this ‘replication-domain
model’, DNA synthesis begins within TADs that reside in the nuclear
interior and contain features permissive for transcription. Meanwhile,
replicationgradually advances intoadjacent later-replicatingTADs that
reside at the nuclear periphery or other repressive compartments and
contain features associated with repressed transcription. This gradual
progression forms a TTR that extends from the boundary separating
early and late TADs to a context-dependent point (that is, independent
of TAD structure, Extended Data Fig. 6a) determined by replication
rate and time elapsed before replication origins throughout adjacent
later-replicating TADs and the resulting forksmerge. Similarly, TADs
replicated by active origin firing inmid S phase formTTRs that extend
into adjacent later-replicating TADs (Extended Data Fig. 6a). By con-
trast, timing transitions do not form at boundaries between adjacent
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TADs residing in the same compartment due to coincidence of initia-
tion events within their structural boundaries. Upon differentiation,
TADs that switch replication timing acquire features associated with
their new sub-nuclear compartment while their preexisting structural
boundaries establish new compartment boundaries. The demonstra-
tion that TADs are units of regulation reveals an important organiza-
tional principle of mammalian genomes and represents a critical step
towardsunderstandingmechanisms regulating replication timing.Deter-
miningwhether replication timing dictates chromatin structurewithin
TADs to influence chromatin interactions or vice versawill be an impor-
tant area of future investigation.

Online Content Methods, along with any additional Extended Data display items
andSourceData, are available in theonline versionof thepaper; referencesunique
to these sections appear only in the online paper.
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METHODS
Generation of replication timing data. Protocols for generating and quality con-
trol for replication timingdata frommicroarrayhybridization (Repli-chip)or sequenc-
ing (Repli-seq)wereperformedaspreviouslydescribed2,3,31. CH12,MEL,Gm12878,
Gm12801, Gm12812, Gm12813, HeLa-S3, HepG2, HUVEC, IMR90, MCF-7, Sk-
N-Sh and NHEK cells were obtained and grown according to standard ENCODE
cell culture protocols32. Wild-type control and Suz12 knockout naive mESCs were
derived from the previously described strain25 and obtained from Anne Laugesen
andKristianHelin and cultured in 2i1LIFmedium as previously described33. Previ-
ously published Repli-chip2,4,34–39 and Repli-seq3 data sets were also used in this
study (Extended Data Table 1).
Analysis of aligned TTRs. Regions surrounding each of the 8,433 TTRs called in
all mESC data sets6 were aligned by assigning a fixed number of evenly spaced
windows from100 kb downstreamof the early boundary to 100 kb upstreamof the
late boundary. The number of windows depended on the type of data being ana-
lysed butwas suited for 400 kb, in effect treating eachTTRas if it were 600 kb (mean
TTR length). AveragedmESC replication-timing profiles6 and lamina-association
data9were collected in 10-kbwindows andDI data8 were collected in 40-kbwindows
surrounding called TTRs. Smoothed intervals containing 95% of the replication-
timing data were plotted using custom R scripts.
Analysis of alignedTADsandLADs.AveragedmESC replication-timing profiles6

were aligned acrossTADsandLADsbyassigningdata intoa fixednumber of evenly
spaced windows across their length, respectively suited for their median lengths of
800 kb (80 windows) and 450 kb (45 windows). Similarly, Tig3 lamina association
data40 were assigned to evenly spacedwindows across IMR90TADs. IMR90TADs
were subdivided into 3 classes (that is, ‘early’, ‘TTR’, ‘late’) depending on both the
means and standard deviations of IMR90 replication timing within each TAD.
Early TADshadmean replication timing. 0.9 and standard deviation, 0.25, late
TADs hadmean replication timing,20.4 and standard deviation, 0.25, and all
others TADs were considered TTR.
Replication domain boundary identification and analysis.Repli-chip data were
quantile normalized to the average distribution of data sets generated by the same
microarray platform. Repli-seqweighted average data for 1-kb windows were cen-
tred about zero and initially normalized to an interquartile range of 1.59, which is
equivalent to standard Repli-chip early/late CGH timing values (log2 Cy3/Cy5
enrichment) for individual probes.Repli-seqdata setswere thenquantile normalized
to a combined pool of all Repli-seq points by random sampling. Loess smoothed
replication-timing profiles were obtained from each quantile-normalized data set
using a smoothing span of 35, 85, 115, and 345 data points for mouse 385k probe
Repli-chip,mouse 720kprobeRepli-chip, human720kprobeRepli-chip, andhuman
2Mprobe Repli-chip data sets respectively or 287–394 data points for human Repli-
seq data sets. Replication domain boundaries were identified as the early border of
transitions between relatively earlier and later replicating regions in individual data
sets with a slope above6 2.753 1026 RT units per bp at the early border andwith
a sustained slope above6 13 1026 RT units per bp for 200 kb–1Mb and at least
0.55RTunits and 30, 60, 6, 44 and 165datapoints formouse 385kprobeRepli-chip,
mouse 720k probe Repli-chip, human 720k probe Repli-chip, human 2M probe
Repli-chip data sets, respectively, or 140–192 data points for humanRepli-seq data
sets. Initial boundary callswere filtered furtherby removingboundarieswithin125 kb
of gaps between adjacent data points spanning at least 80, 54.5, 77.5, and 80 kb for
mouse 385k probe Repli-chip, mouse 720k probe Repli-chip, human 720k probe
Repli-chip, and human 2M probe Repli-chip data sets respectively or 60–100 kb
for humanRepli-seq data sets. For each cell type, a combined list of boundarieswas
generated and the positions of similarly oriented boundaries within 105 or 160 kb
from each other were averaged for mouse or human, respectively. For each species
(mouse and human), the combined lists of boundaries for each cell type was com-
bined and the positions of similarly oriented boundaries within 200 kb from each
other were averaged. Finally, a set of unique replication domain boundaries was
obtained by averaging any remaining boundaries within 140 or 160 kb for mouse
or human, respectively.
Regions surrounding replication domain boundaries were aligned for each fea-

ture (for example, TAD boundaries) by combining into a single vector the relative
positions of each occurrence of the feature within 2Mb of the replication domain
boundary. Probability density functions were estimated across each vector of rela-
tive positions using thedensity function in the statsRpackagewithaGaussiankernel
and bandwidth adjusted according to Silverman’s rule of thumb41. Replication-
timing data across the same regions were averaged in 2kb windows. Lists of TAD
domain and boundary coordinates8, lamina-association data and LAD domain
coordinates9,40, OriginG-rich repeated elements (OGREs)42,N-domain boundaries28,
replicationorigins andG-quadruplex (G4)motifswith loop sizes from1 to15bases
(L1–15)43, housekeeping and tissue-specific gene promoters8, and SUZ12 (ref. 44)
andCTR9 (ref. 45)ChIP-seqdatawerepublishedpreviously. Lists of repetitiveDNA
element coordinates were downloaded from (http://repeatmasker.org)46. TFBS,

DHS, andhistonemarkENCODEdatawere downloaded fromUCSC23,32. If needed,
data position coordinates were converted to mm9 or hg19 genome builds using
UCSC LiftOver with default settings.
TAD boundary identification. New annotation of IMR90 TADs was performed
by calculating an interaction directionality index for IMR90 Hi-C data47. Briefly,
the genomewasdivided into 40-kbwindows and for eachwindow the frequency of
interaction within 2Mb upstream of the window to the frequency of interaction
within 2Mbdownstream of the windowwas compared as described previously8. A
seconddirectionality indexwas also calculated for the samedata set using awindow
size of 20 kb and only considering interactions within 1Mb for each window.
Chromatin state analysis.ChromHMM48was appliedon pooledChIP-seqmapped
reads from replicates for eachof fourhistonemodifications (H3K4me3,H3K4me1,
H3K36me3, andH3K27me3) in 15mouse cell lines (G1E, G1E-ER41E2, erythro-
blasts,megakaryocytes, CH12,Mel, ESbruce4, thymus, kidney, small intestine, E14
whole brain, liver, spleen, heart, and Testis) and 3 human cell lines (Gm12878, H1
hESC, and K562) to learn a multivariate HMMmodel for genome segmentation.
Mapped reads were first processed into binarized data in 200-bp windows over the
mappedgenome,withChIP input readsas thebackgroundcontrol.To learn themodel
jointly from mouse and human, a pseudo genome table was first constructed by
concatenatingmouse (mm9) and human (hg19) tables. Amodel was then learned
fromall binarizeddata, giving a set of emissionparameters and transitionparameters,
which was used to produce segmentations based on the most likely state assignment
of themodel. The eight-statemodel used in this paper appearedmost parsimonious
in the sense that all eight states had clearly distinct emission properties, while the
interpretability of distinction between states in models with additional states was
less clear.
TADboundaryorientationandanalysis.For each analysed feature, data surround-
ingTADboundarieswere aligned in10-kbwindows from500 kbupstream to500 kb
downstreamof eachTADboundary. The considered regionswere then inverted if
the average feature density downstream of the TAD boundary was greater than
the average feature density upstream of the TADboundary, so that feature density
decreased from left to right across each boundary.After orientingTADboundaries
in this manner, each window was averaged for all TAD boundaries. Local bound-
ary enrichment was then evaluated by comparing the average density of windows
within 20 kb of the TAD boundary to the average density of windows 140–430 kb
away from the TAD boundary on the side with increased density.
Transcription factor combination model. Raw data from genome-wide ChIP-
seq in vivodetectionof transcription factor binding49were processed in 200 bpbins
over a 1Mb window around the centre of each mESC TAD. Each sample can be
thought as a 2-dimensionalmatrixwith rows for seven transcription factor activity
profiles and each row represented as a real vectorwith values for eachbin in the 1Mb
window (number of bins5 5,000). The value Xijk represented the activity (that is,
peak enrichment) of transcription factor j, k bins from the centre of TAD i. The
model consists of a stack of 6 sigmoiddenoising autoencoders, whichdefine param-
eterized feature extraction (encoder) and reconstruction functions (decoder). The
encoder projects the data into a smaller dimension feature space and the decoder
reconstructs the input from the feature space. The parameters of the functions are
optimized to give the smallest reconstruction error over all the training data sam-
ples.Although similar inprinciple toPCA(theyboth can beused asdimensionality
reduction techniques), the denoising auto-encoder learns a nonlinear mapping
between the input and its representation. Furthermore, constraints on the input
and feature dimension sizes and the addition of noise to the input force it to learn
important structure in the input. The stack reduces input dimensions gradually from
(73 5,000), (73 10,00), (73 200), (73 60), (73 30), (73 20), to (73 10). Each
autoencoder injects an additive binomial noise with a 20% corruption rate. We
initializedweights at small randomvalueswithmean zero andusedminibatch sto-
chastic gradient descent50 tominimize themean squared input reconstruction error.
We trained on 200 random samples for 500 epochs each layer then used themodel
to transform all other samples. Model output was evaluated using gold standard
labels based on both the means and standard deviations of mESC replication tim-
ing within each TAD. Early TADs had mean replication timing. 0 and standard
deviation, 0.25, late TADs had mean replication timing, 0 and standard devi-
ation, 0.25, and all others TADs were considered TTR. The programs we wrote to
perform the analysis are based heavily on scikitlearn, dimer and their dependen-
cies. To build data sets and train denoising auto-encoders we used dimer Version
0.1 (https://bitbucket.org/gertidenas/dimer/commits/tag/TADS). To perform PCA,
cluster the data, and evaluate models, we used scikitlearn Version 0.14-git (http://
scikit-learn.org/).
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ExtendedData Figure 1 | Clustering of early replication-timingborders and
TAD boundary alignment at TTRs and A/B compartment transitions.
a, Cumulative density plot showing clustering of timing values at the early and
late side of timing transition regions. For each genomic orientation (forward
and reverse are shown in right and left columns), timing values aremore tightly
distributed at the early border than the later border. b, Directionality index
data for individual IMR90 TTRs aligned at their early (left) or late (right)
borders and arranged by TTR size. Solid black lines indicate the positions of

early and late borders in each plot. c, Percentages of ESC TTR borders or
random positions that align to TAD boundaries as a function of distance from
the TTR centre. Boxplots indicate the positions of TTR borders. d, Percentages
of mESC compartment A/B transitions that align to TAD boundaries as a
function of distance from the A/B compartment threshold (eigenvector crosses
zero). As observed for early TTR borders, more A/B transitions align with TAD
boundaries on their compartment A side than on their compartment B side,
which aligns with TAD boundaries at near random frequency.
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Extended Data Figure 2 | TTRs and late-replicating regions associate with
the nuclear lamina. a, Spearman correlations between genome-wide
replication timing and lamina association (top) or observed changes between
the indicated mouse cell types. b, Tig3 human fibroblast lamina association
across individual IMR90 human fibroblast TADs with early (. 0.5) or late
(,20.5) timing values in IMR90human fibroblasts. c, Average levels of lamina
association across the same early (red) and late (blue) TADs as in b. d, Lamina
association in mESCs across individual mESC TTRs aligned as in Fig. 1b, c.
TTRs were ordered in the heatmap by the distance between each early TTR
border and the nearest downstreamLAD. e, Heatmaps show lamina association
and replication timing across aligned LADs6 400 kb. LADswere orientedwith

earlier replication timing to the left and ordered from top to bottom by the
replication timing of the left LAD border. Averages for all LADs (grey) and the
earliest (blue), middle (green), and latest (red) thirds are overlaid in the plots
below. LADs on average replicate later than the surrounding genomic space
and replication timing has little effect on the strength of lamina association.
Interestingly, the left plot reveals a consistently sized gap,100 kb in size
separating neighbouring LADs. f, Average replication timing (blue or red)
and lamina association (purple or green) are shown across aligned TTRs
6 400 kb that either overlap with LADs (70%) or do not (30%). TTRs that
do not overlap with called LADs still associate with the nuclear lamina to
some degree.
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Extended Data Figure 3 | Replication domain boundary calls are
reproducible in replicate data sets. a, Histograms of distances between
replication domain boundary calls and the nearest calls made in a separate data
set from the same cell type. Four lymphoblastoid Repli-chip data sets (top left)

were compared to each other and five lymphoblastoid Repli-seq data sets
(top right) were compared to each other. The four lymphoblastoid Repli-chip
data sets were then compared to the five Repli-seq data sets (bottom left).
b, Boxplots for the same data from a are also shown.
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Extended Data Figure 4 | Increasing the resolution of Hi-C analysis
increases the number of called TAD boundaries and alignment with
replication domain boundaries. a, Histograms of TAD sizes for original
IMR90 calls (bottom, ref. 8) versus calls made using higher resolution IMR90
Hi-C data47 with 40 kb (middle) and 20 kb (top) directionality index bin sizes.
b, An example region of the IMR90 replication timing profile (grey) is shown
with TTR-present and TTR-absent replication domain boundaries indicated
by vertical blue lines. Directionality index plots for each of the Hi-C data sets
from panel a are shown across the same region with the 59 TAD boundaries
(start) indicated by solid red lines and the 39 TAD boundaries (end) indicated

by dotted black lines. c, Overlap of TAD boundaries using original or higher
resolution data with TTR-present (black) or all (grey) replication domain
boundaries (top left) is shown within 175 kb. The reciprocal comparison is
shown below. The percentage of replication domain boundaries that overlap
with TAD boundaries increases when additional TAD boundaries are
identified using higher resolution data, while the percentage of TAD
boundaries that overlap with replication domain boundaries is unchanged. The
overlap in each case is significant (P, 10277) relative to overlap with random
positions (right).
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Extended Data Figure 5 | Alignment of replication domain and TAD
boundaries. a, IMR90 (original resolution in grey, high resolution with 20 kb
bins in black) or H1 hESC (red) TAD boundary frequency for regions with the
same replication timing in both cell lines. b, TAD boundary alignment to
IMR90 replication domain boundary subsets based on IMR90 TTR properties.
Random alignment was calculated based on the distribution of timing values
within each subset. c, TAD boundary frequency for regions with different
replication timing in IMR90 and H1 hESCs. d, Alignments for IMR90
replication domain boundaries as in b using TTR properties in all cell types.
e, IMR90 TAD boundary probability density across small IMR90 TTRs that
either do not (top) or do (bottom) coincide with larger TTRs (timing difference

. 1.5) in other cell types. f, Histograms show the distribution of probability
densities from Fig. 2c for TAD boundaries within 2Mb of TTR-present (top)
and TTR-absent (bottom) IMR90 replication domain boundaries (blue) or
an equal number of random positions (grey). Vertical red lines mark the mean
and three standard deviations from themean randomdensity. g, Percentages of
TTR-present (top) and TTR-absent (bottom) IMR90 replication domain
boundaries that aligned to TAD boundaries as a function of distance (red) are
plotted with a random control (black). The significance of alignment is also
shown (grey). The vertical dashed line indicates the distance at which
alignment is most significant, while the vertical solid line indicates the distance
at which alignment is most different from the control.
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Extended Data Figure 6 | Replication-timing shifts at chromosome
rearrangements are restrained by TAD boundaries. a, Distribution of early
(blue) and late (grey) TTR borders within aligned, adjacent TADs for all TTRs
(left), or TTRs that start in early (centre, timing. 0.5) or middle (right,
timing# 0.5) S phase. The right boundary of TAD0 is nearest each early border
and TADs 1–3 are neighbouring TADs in the direction of the timing transition
(earlier to later from left to right). b, Histogram of replication domain sizes.
c, Plots as in Fig. 2e show replication timing (red) across four rearrangement
points (vertical green lines) that juxtapose otherwise early- and late-replicating

regions on human chromosome 21 overlaid on the normal profile (black).
Secondary rearrangement points (vertical grey lines) that joined regions with
similar replication timing are also shown. The TAD boundary (vertical blue
line) nearest to the fusion point is also indicated. In the examples at the top and
bottom left, the shift forms a new TTR with its early border coinciding with
the nearest TAD boundary. As in the other examples, the shift in the bottom
right plot also does not extend beyond the nearest detected TAD boundary,
but the TTR formed does not align with a called TAD boundary.
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Extended Data Figure 7 | Alignment of TTR-present replication domain
boundaries to chromatin features. Plots as in Fig. 3a, b show probability
density functions (green curves) for selected chromatin features within 4Mb of
aligned replication domain boundaries in the indicated cell types. A vertical
grey line indicates the replication domain boundary position and a vertical

green line indicates the average position of maximum enrichment in replicate
data sets, which is listed at the top left of each graph. Horizontal solid and
dashed lines indicate the mean and three standard deviations from the mean
probability density of each feature about an equal number of randompositions.
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Extended Data Figure 8 | Alignment of TAD boundaries to chromatin
features. a, Approach for distinguishing local TAD boundary enrichment
from differential enrichment among TADs in an aggregate analysis. Before
averaging, TADs were oriented such that the analysed feature exhibited a
decreasing density from left to right. b, c, SINE-B1 (b) or SINE-Alu (c) density

across averaged TADboundaries oriented (red) as in a or not (grey) are plotted
(top). Individual TAD boundaries are shown below with a similar fraction
exhibiting local enrichment indicated by blue brackets. d, Average CTCF peak
intensity across boundaries from b (top) and c (bottom). e, Degree of local
feature enrichment at TAD boundaries (see Methods).
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Extended Data Figure 9 | Method comparison and summary of
transcription factor prediction model. a, Precision (true positives / (true
positives1 false positives)), recall (true positives / (true positives1 false
negatives)), and the f-measure (23 (precision3 recall) / (precision1 recall))
are plotted for k-means (top) or hierarchical (bottom) clustering of raw
transcription factor composition data or of data mapped on reduced
dimensions by principal component analysis or with denoising autoencoders
(labelled as PCA and dAE x-dimensions, respectively). The metrics for each
label were averaged and weighted by the number of true instances to account
for label imbalance, thus the f-measure can give scores that are not between
precision and recall. Clusters of low layer representations were as good as those

of high layer representations. Since the first dAE layer is a nonlinear principal
component analysis, we can say that higher layers of the stack do not affect the
ability to separate the data while reducing dimensionality. b, Sums of the L2
distances between data points and the centre of their assigned k-means cluster
are plotted. This is the same measure that was minimized by the clustering
algorithm. The labels on the y axis follow the convention used in a. Clustering
the representations after each layer showed how the data became more and
more separable at higher layers. c, The plot shows the distribution of the sum
of the normalized transcription factor profile signal for each class assigned by
the model.
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Extended Data Table 1 | Replication timing data sets used in this study

*RD indicates data set is publicly available at (http://www.replicationdomain.com).
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